CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS TO TRAFFIC
96th Street Near Metro Bus Depot
Between Vicksburg Avenue and Avion Drive
Tuesday, November 13, 2018 through Wednesday, January 30, 2019
Mondays through Saturdays Only
Daily Lane Shifts / Restrictions and Sidewalk Restrictions
With Potential, Overnight Lane and Sidewalk Restrictions As Needed

ACTIVITY
Portions of 96th Street and the adjacent sidewalk near the Metro Bus Depot will be restricted to construct a new driveway and complete utility connections beginning Tuesday, November 13, 2018 through Wednesday, January 30, 2019, Mondays through Saturdays only. There is the potential for continuous, overnight lane and sidewalk restrictions to occur as needed over the course of work.

Vehicular traffic on 96th Street, access to the Metro Bus Depot, access to the Taxi Holding Lot, and pedestrian path of travel will be maintained at all times. Flaggers will be present as needed to facilitate access.

IMPACTS
96TH STREET NEAR METRO BUS DEPOT
• Daily lane shifts / restrictions
• Daily sidewalk restrictions
• Potential overnight lane and sidewalk restrictions (as needed)

MAINTAINED
• 96th Street through traffic in both directions
• Access to Metro Bus Depot
• Access to Taxi Holding Lot
• Pedestrian path of travel
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